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Supercharge your commerce engineLet us show you how to leverage user-generated content (UGC) across the entire consumer journey, and win the omnichannel experience.
Platform overview
Our HarmonyAI engine





	1st
		COLLECT CONTENT
			SamplingGet products to advocates and accumulate authentic reviews and visual content.

				Bazaarvoice Deals



	ReviewSourceActivate fresh product reviews from the Influenster community.

	Creator PartnershipsPower consumer discovery of your brand and products through a trusted voice.

	Bazaarvoice affable.aiUnleash the incredible power of creator marketing.







	2nd
		DRIVE CONVERSION
			Ratings & ReviewsLeverage authentic opinions, photos, and videos to sell your product.

	Questions & AnswersRespond to questions on your site or across the retail network.

	Social CommerceTurn social content into shoppable experiences that drive sales – wherever shoppers are.

	Contextual CommerceTailored shopping experiences that drive conversion.







	3rd
		AMPLIFY CONTENT
			Retail SyndicationDistribute content everywhere your products are sold.

	Social Media ManagementManage everything you need to win on social.

	In-store & Digital ActivationsActivate the Influenster community to drive traffic.







	4rd
		OPTIMIZE STRATEGY
			Insights and ReportsActionable insight into your performance, sentiment, advocates, and competitors.

	Managed SamplingTake the hassle out of sampling programs for retailers.










	Solutions
	1st
		COLLECT CONTENT
			Launch ProductsJump-start product launches with authentic content.

	Support Core ProductsKeep your core product pages as fresh as your new ones.

	Improve Content MixGive shoppers confidence to buy wherever they are in their journey.







	2nd
		DRIVE REVENUE
			Boost SalesGrow order value online and in-store.

	Accelerate ConversionOptimize e-commerce, social, and in-store for conversion.

	Increase Profit MarginReduce costs with superior shopping experiences.







	3rd
		SCALE YOUR BRAND
			Win at RetailSyndicate content to retailers and strengthen partnerships.

	Acquire CustomersStand out in search and advertising.

	Expand GloballyWin new customers by expanding into new markets.







	4th
		ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
			Gain a Competitive AdvantageBenchmark and discover competitive insights.

	Elevate MarketingDrive informed marketing with direct consumer feedback loops.

	Improve ProductsPropel product innovations and enhancements.

	Reduce ReturnsEnable consumers to buy the right product the first time.







	5th
		BUILD LOYALTY
			Drive AdvocacyCreate and strengthen loyal brand advocates.

	Establish TrustExpedite the consumer discovery and buying journey.

	Talk with ConsumersBuild relationships through public conversations.




	FOR RETAIL
			Drive Retail GrowthOur solutions, technology, and expertise drive e-commerce growth for retailers of all sizes and industries.










	Industries
	Apparel & AccessoriesBring the in-store retail shopping experience to your site with inspiring imagery from customers.

	Consumer ElectronicsProvide informative product content at every touchpoint—from discovery to purchase.

	Consumer Packaged GoodsStand out on the digital shelf with more quality reviews in more places that convert.

	Food & BeverageEasily sample new products and keep product pages fresh with new reviews.

	Health & BeautyBring the beauty counter experience to your site with inspiring imagery from customers.

	Home ImprovementGive DIY shoppers the product content they need at every stage of their journey.




	Services
	Implementation Consulting ServicesReach your business outcomes faster with less risk.

	Client SuccessOur team is your strategic partner through every step of your journey.

	Managed ServicesEnrich your Bazaarvoice experience with a suite of premium offerings designed to realize the full potential of our platform.

	Support ServicesOur dedicated support professionals help you minimize disruptions and enhance customer engagement.




	Resources
	Resources HubGet cutting-edge insights to accelerate your success.

		Shopper Experience Index
	Brand manager guide to UGC
	Social media manager guide to UGC
	E-commerce manager guide to UGC



	BlogStrategies, research, and industry trends – your pulse on the marketplace. 

		Long reads



	Case StudiesOur clients’ success speaks for itself.

		Bazaarvoice is #1 in UGC



	Calculate the value of UGCDiscover the impact user-generated content could have on your sales both online and in-store.




	Company
	1st
		WHO WE ARE
			About BazaarvoiceBazaarvoice brings a people-first approach to advanced technology, connecting thousands of brands and retailers to the voices of their customers.

				Careers
	Leadership team
	Diversity, equity & inclusion
	Bragging rights (our awards)
	Community outreach
	Frequently asked questions



	Press roomGet the latest Bazaarvoice news from around the world.

				Join us at an event









	2nd
		WORKING WITH US
			The Bazaarvoice AdvantageGet shoppers what they need at every stage of their journey.

				Influenster community



	Partner ProgramTools, resources, and insights to grow your business and delight clients.

				Why agencies partner with us



	TrustSecurity, privacy, and compliance are baked into everything we do.
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	Pricing
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												Bazaarvoice Portal
	Social Commerce
	Affable.ai
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                    Influencer Marketing Platform

			Unleash the incredible power of creator marketing

	
	The affable.ai platform is now part of the Bazaarvoice solution


	As the creator economy takes off, one thing is true: Shoppers trust each other more than they trust what a brand says. Content creators of all sizes on social media are the driving force behind that growth in trust, but with diverse types and areas of expertise, finding the perfect creator who authentically resonates with your consumers is the challenge. The affable.ai platform is now part of the Bazaarvoice solution, the leading technology specializing in AI-driven influencer marketing solutions. Let us help you connect, manage, and measure creator collaborations for your brand.
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    Find and manage influencers with Bazaarvoice


			Find all your creators in one place

	
    Discover the ideal creators for your marketing strategy with Bazaarvoice affable.ai, our newest solution.

Use 20+ advanced filters or simplify creator search with our GenAI offering with text, mood boards, conversational chat, and lookalike recommendations. Whether you’re looking for a nano creator with followers in the thousands or macro influencers with 250K+ followers, collaborate and manage your creators seamlessly from one place, with an option to skip over any of your competitors’ creators.
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                                            Four power-packed modules. One easy-to-use AI-driven platform.
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            Find creators

                            Discover creators with real influence and relevance using industry-leading Generative AI and advanced filters. 
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            Manage collaborations

                            Simplify campaign management so you can engage with one-to-1,000+ creators in a single click.
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            Track campaigns

                            Take the manual work out of your campaign monitoring.
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            Measure performance

                            Don’t let campaign investments go unnoticed with real-time sales conversion and custom reporting.

                    

            
				

					

	





    
        
                             
                    We would highly recommend affable.ai for its insights on creators and tracking and reporting capabilities. The process is a lot easier and more convenient in getting details such as engagement rate and reach of creators, which helps us curate our content more efficiently.                

                                        
                    Celisse Ng                

                                        
                    Marketing Manager, L’Occitane                 

                    

    




    
                    
                
                                            The Bazaarvoice affable.ai advantage
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            Automate and consolidate the management of creators, to build your influencer army
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            Monitor competitor influencer trends and stay ahead of the curve
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            Integrate seamlessly with your communication, e-commerce, and social media applications
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            Seamlessly manage influencer gifting and product seeding at scale
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            Automate affiliate recruitment, tracking and payment
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            Let us do the heavy lifting with creator partnership services
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                                            Say goodbye to guesswork

                                                                One dashboard to view all the influencer generated content.
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        Get started

        Get in touch to find out which solutions will make the most impact for your business. Our helpful sales team can answer your questions and talk about everything from set up to ROI.

                    				
		
			Book a call		

                
                



        
    

     
        
                
            
                Want to answer questions at retailer websites?

                Respond to consumer questions in real-time.

                Get started with Connections now 

            
                Looking to sample and review products?

                Receive products from your favorite brands in exchange for honest reviews.

                Join our Influenster community 
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                            Get started

                             Tell us a little about yourself, and our sales team will be in touch shortly. 

                        

                    

                                        
                    

                                        
                                        
                        
                            Want to answer questions at retailer websites?

                            Respond to consumer questions in real-time.

                            Get started with Connections now 

                        
                            Looking to sample and review products?

                            Receive products from your favorite brands in exchange for honest reviews.

                            Join our Influenster community 

                    

                                    

                
                    Thank You

                     Thank you for your interest in Bazaarvoice. A member of our team will be in touch shortly to talk about how Bazaarvoice can help you reach your business goals. 
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